Abstract
Introduction
Digital watermarking has a suitable technique for identifying the source, creator, distributor, authorized consumer of a multimedia document. It can also detect a document or an image that has been illegally distributed or modified.
Figure 1. General Block Diagram of Digital Watermarking System
A watermark message W is embedded into a multimedia message, which is defined as the host image H and the resulting image is the watermarked image (H*). In the embedding process, a secret key K that is, a random number generator is some time
Literature Review
The technology of robust watermarking covers a communication channel wide range of application like defense and intelligence. The watermark can be embedded in several subbands (i.e. low frequency and high frequency) after wavelet decomposition of watermark image. Watermarks inserted in the low frequencies are robust against various attack having low pass characteristics i.e. filtering, lossy compression, and geometric distortions in contrast to high frequency embedding which is robust to attack having high pass response like histogram equalization, gamma correction and brightness adjustments [16] . In 2002, according to Liu et al. [21] a copyright protection scheme based on 1/T forward error correction for gray-level digital images. In this feature value has been generated by its corresponding gray-level of the image and XOR with the embedding bits. In 2008, Lin et al. [25] have been proposed a blind watermarking algorithm by applying the concept of wavelet coefficient quantization for copyright protection. In this techniques watermark has been embedded into the local maximum wavelet coefficient of host image.
Recently in 2002, Liu et al. introduced new transform for watermarking and its algorithm i.e. singular value decomposition (SVD). The main objective of SVD-based image watermarking is the stability of singular values, which contain most of the image energy. In this algorithm scheme the singular values of the host image are modified by directly adding the gray scale watermark image of the same size as of host image. SVD was again applied to resultant matrix for finding the modified singular values. These modified singular values were combined with the known component to get the watermarked images. Similarly for the watermark extraction inverse scheme was adopted. Liu et al. in 2002 , algorithm proposed by is basically imperfect and encompasses the watermark ambiguity/false-positive problem. In false positive problem, it was possible to extract a watermark which was not actually the embedded. The problem of rightful ownership has been addressed by few authors through hybrid DWT-SVD based algorithms [3, 4, 7, 10, 12, 16, 17, 19, 24] . Jain et al. in 2008 informed, reliable SVD-based image watermarking algorithm which was capable of dealing the false positive problem. The authors embedded the principal component of watermark into the host image rather than only the singular value of the watermark. These algorithms were based on the fact that SVD subspaces (left and right singular vectors) can preserve a significant amount of information about images. Lai et al. [4] proposed a hybrid DWT-SVD watermarking procedure in which two halves of the watermark images are embedded into the two singular value matrices of intermediate frequency sub-bands obtained while taking one level DWT of host image. After embedding the watermark, the two halves are combined to get the watermarked images. At this time of the extraction, reverse procedure is adopted to get the extracted watermark image. This particular watermarking technique has shown the significant improvement over the parallel watermarking approaches in terms of imperceptibility and robustness under an assortment of attacks, but at the same time it suffers from the problem of false positive. The SVD based watermarking and its variations which have been reported through literature [3, 4, 7, 10, 12, 16, 17, 19, 24] mainly deal with robustness and impeccability issues while overlooking the problem of false positive associated copyright ownership. However Run et al. [3] proposed a watermarking scheme that solves the ambiguities and false positive problem, but at the same time it suffers from the robustness and imperceptibility of watermarked image.
Problem Identification: Rounding Error Problem
The rounding error problem exists in frequency domain substitution watermarking techniques. A recipient may confront the problem of correctly extracting the embedded watermark due to the embedded message is changed because modification of coefficient values. Generally the data after performing the DCT or DWT, followed by the inverse transformation such as inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) or inverse discrete wavelet transform, should be exactly the same as the original data. However, if some data in the transform image are changed, we will not obtain an image with all integers. Some researchers suggest that the rounding technique be used to convert the real numbers to integers. Therefore, after adopting the rounding approach recipient wants to extract the watermark from the rounded image, unfortunately, the recipient cannot correctly extract the watermark from the location where it is embedded even through there is only one difference. In the above table 1, after watermark original coefficient -91.25 and -60.89 changes -92.77 and -61.63 respectfully. In this location when we convert real numbers to integers, then obtain 92 and 61 which are actually differ. So in this way we embed watermark 1101 and extract watermark 0001 by recipients. We have suggested solution of the rounding error problem, using an addition watermarking instance of substitution watermarking.
The Proposed Approach
In this proposed model we have used hybrid DWT-SVD and a logistic chaotic map. SVD based the first watermarking algorithm has been proposed by Liu et al. [21] in 2002. The main feature of SVD-based image watermarking is the stability of singular values, which contain principal significant of image. In false positive problem, it was possible to extract a watermark which was not actually the embedded one. The problem of rightful ownership has been addressed by few authors through hybrid DWT-SVD based algorithms [22] . This proposed model improves watermarking scheme due its remove false position problem and watermark image is more secure because before embedding process encrypted the watermark using a logistic chaotic map.
In this proposed model, there are three phases: 
Algorithm of Watermark Embedding
Step 1: Select the cover image (I) and apply on 2D-DWT, which is used to divide the cover image I into four non overlapping multiresolution subbands i.e. LL, LH, HL and HH.
Step 2: Now apply SVD on LL sub-band i.e. I n = U n S n V T n n=1,2,3… Where n represents subband ,S is a diagonal matrix, U n and V n is unitary matrix U size is m x n and V size is n x n.
Step3: Select embedding strength, i.e. weight factor due to goal is resultant image is imperceptible.
Step 4: Select watermark image and encrypted with the help of a logistic chaotic map.
Step 5: Adding a watermark image in the diagonal matrix of original image LL subband I' = I + wf * (W ') Where, wf is the weight factor.
Step 6: Apply 2D-IDWT into I' ( watermarked image).
Step 7: At last we found watermarked image.
Phase 2: Watermark Encryption

Figure 4. Block Diagram of Watermark Encryption
Algorithm of Watermark Encryption
Step 1: Select watermark image (W).
Step 2: Logistic chaotic map is a recursive function which proved random iterative number i.e. X n+1 = μ X n (1 -X n ) Where, x n ϵ (0,1) and 0 < μ ≤ 4 .
Step 3: Apply Ex-OR operation on watermark image and iterative random number key.
Step 4: As a result, we have found encrypted watermark image. 
Algorithm of Watermarking Extraction
Step1: Apply 2D-DWT transform into a watermarked image (I') then we have found four sub-bands LL, LH, HL, HH.
Step2: Select LL subband coefficient and apply SVD in LL subband.
Step3: Reselect original image and apply 2D-DWT transform, we have found LL, LH, HL and HH subbands, then select LL subband and apply SVD.
Step 4: Subtraction on watermarked image into original image and divide by weight factor i.e.
Encrypted watermark = (Watermarked Image -Original Image) / weight factor Step 5: Decrypted watermark using a logistic chaotic map.
Step6: In this way we extracted watermark image. Note that Entropy tells that randomness of pixels. The logistic chaotic map is generated very good iterative random value, i.e. approximates 100% randomness. A correlation coefficient of a watermark and encrypted watermark is very low; it indicates that the very low relation between the watermark and encrypted watermark i.e. It's independent.
Experimental Results
We have plotted the graph between weight factor and its corresponding PSNR in our proposed scheme; here we have found that when the weight factor lie between 0 to 1 and our PSNR value is good with maintaining imperceptible properties of watermarking scheme.
Figure 7. Hybrid DWT-SVD and Logistic Chaotic Map based Watermarking Techniques
We have selected Lena image as cover images and Barbara is watermark image and calculates its correlation coefficient and PSNR corresponding to weight factor of ranges 0.03 to 0.09 with constant interval 0.02. 
Conclusion
This proposed model of digital watermarking technique is more robust and imperceptible evidence of experimental results. Hybrid DWT-SVD solves the false position problem in the watermarking scheme [20] . Our proposed model provides a solution for false position problem and substitution watermarking rounding error problem in the frequency domain. These proposed schemes are very useful in copyright protection and active image forgery because it is more secure compare to other existing techniques.
